
THE ROCKY HORROR PICTURE SHOW REBELLION

Throughout this essay I will be considering to what extent the Rocky Horror Picture Show (RHPS) relates to both the
punk and glam rock sub-cultures, which .

Ozakturk, Mehmet. LA, California. It marries these ideas without apology, playing off clunkiness for comedic
effect. During this time period glam rock became commercially successful and influential within he fashion
and music industries. Once they formally meet Dr. After the reveal of Rocky Peter Hinwood , things take a
turn for the strange, and everyone is escorted to bed as Frank and Rocky get better acquainted. There are
throughout both the stage and film productions, clear glam rock and punk influences that can be seen;
influences such, the style of the attire worn, the attitude of the characters, the music, and the lyrics and even in
the effortlessness of the choreography. There are also tons of nods to B-horror movies of the early days of
Hollywood making The Rocky Horror Picture Show a treat for fans of classic films. The film opens at a
wedding outside of a church in the idyllic city of Denton Ohio. To thwart her husband, she would throw her
lot In with the son, but then the secrets out! I knew that there was a cult status that had followed this film since
it was first released in , but I knew little else about it. To conclude, I believe that from what has been
discussed, The Rocky Horror Picture Show grew alongside the London punk movement, with some influence
and inspiration given to its audience members. Beacham, Richard. The decision to introduce the late-night
showings as well as various other factors, such as audience participation and the opportunity to interact with
the film itself through having a conversation with the movie , helped to create the films cult status which is
still associated with the RHPS today. However, in The Rocky Horror Picture Show, it cannot be clear whether
it is the slave, or slaves, that overcome the master, or if the master who thought he had control was really just
a slave all along. Beacham,  This is for many of the trends set in the glam rock era, which occurred in England
during the early to mid- seventies, when Rocky Horror and the punk culture were first emerging, can be seen
within the production. Although Plautus may allow his slaves to be clever, and even dupe their masters, the
slave is always set in his place of servitude in his plays. Swim the warm waters of sins of the flesh â€” erotic
nightmares beyond any measure, and sensual daydreams to treasure forever. It is about the liberation of
sexuality â€” not love or romance- but pure unadulterated sex. This device is almost never done well but
executed flawlessly in this film. In the film, Frank gradually descends in an elevator and appears into shot,
with repeated framed close ups of his star, sequined patterned platform heels tapping to the beat of the
numbers introduction. Although this is the case many did also find him excessive, arrogant and selfish, taking
only what he wants. This is where many believe the London punk movement originated, developed and
became visible. Taking his cue, Brad proposes to Janet and the two decide they must travel to see their former
science teacher, now friend and mentor, to share the good news. Along the way, the two experience car trouble
and wander upon a mysterious castle to ask for help and use a telephone. We use cookies to give you the best
experience possible. What's more, however, is that The Rocky Horror Picture Show encourages rebellion of
expectations, tolerance of differences, and acceptance of our own individuality. Not only does the film use a
narrator which can bog down the story line and come off clunky and often disjointed, but several of the
characters also broke the fourth wall as well. Everett V. Sign in to vote. Films Left to Watch: Share this:. It
accomplishes what few movies manage with such assurance. Of course, sexual freedom is explored in the film
but so was rebellion from a meaningless middle-class existence where a new wife is praised for her cooking or
a new husband is commended because he has a promotion on the way. The best essay writers are ready to
impress your teacher. The glam rock movement is often associated with the beginnings of the punk movement
and the Rocky Horror Picture Show. Even though the motivations and intent is reversed in The Rocky Horror
Picture Show, it draws upon the same structural basis of a Plautine comedy in order to deliver its parody. For
one night of the year in my town on Halloween , all the freaks and weirdos get to come out of hiding,
re-enacting every beat of this cherished film in a triumphant rebellion against normalcy. The shot pans out,
until after Janet, the heroine, screams in shock cueing the shot to cut to a close up of Franks heavily made up
face. The audience, who is often sitting in the seat of a theatre, forgets all social rules of conduct, dress, and
political correctness in order to engage fully with the performance. The film version, named the Rocky Horror
Picture Show, was released in and despite the success of the theatre production, the film was a failure.
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Although, in the absence of the films showings and the audience participation, legends grow. And everyone
should not be passive, it also tells us; it should be active.


